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LEAN BURNING SPARK-IGNITION ENGINES
— AN OVERVIEW

J. A. Alic
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas

Abstract
Means of improving the thermal efficiency of spark-ignition inter
nal combustion engines through fuel-lean combustion at part-load
are discussed.' For purposes of comparison and evaluation, lean
burning enqines are classified as modified conventional engines,
stratified charge engines, and engines using alternative fuels.
Particular attention is given to automobile applications be
cause of their importance for conservation of fuels.
1.

INTRODUCTION
engines can be improved.

The four stroke-cycle spark ignition (SI)
engine with gasoline as fuel has been dom
inant in the light-duty vehicle field in
the United States for more than fifty
years. The reasons for the so-far secure
place of the SI engine are both technical
and economic, and although various alter
native engine designs, Doth internal com
bustion and external combustion, may be
come commercially available for vehicle
applications by the end of the century,
it is obvious that no wholesale replace
ment of the reciprocating si engine will
occur in the near future. Thus, it is
pertinent to examine ways by which the
efficiency of energy utilization of such

The terminology "efficiency of energy Uti
lization" is meant to imply a broad view
point. This is important because the ef
ficiency (n) of most energy conversion de
vices is a function of load. That is the
efficiency varies with power output. This
is as true of electric motors, for exam
ple, as of SI engines. Ultimately, there
fore, it is the speed-load-efficiency
characteristic of a given energy converter
which must be considered, along with its
intended application. In this review, at
tention will be focused on light-duty ap
plications, specifically automobiles,
because of the great importance of the
143

Strategies for improving the fuel economy
of passenger cars then involve such meas
ures as reducing vehicle weight and alter
The brake thermal efficiency of a typical
ing gear ratios, as well as changing the
automobile engine at its optimum operating
powerplant characteristics.
For example,
point is perhaps 30%--a not unreasonable
considering Fig. 1, a typical engine per
value when compared to other Carnotformance map representative of a full size
limited heat engines, although certainly
American automobile [2, p. 446], we see
not as high as can be achieved with some.
that the points of greatest efficiency
However, other off-optimum combinations of
(lowest brake specific fuel consumption,
engine speed and load give lower efficien
bsfc*) are at relatively high loads (high
cies, hence, in a vehicle application,
brake mean effective pressure, nmep) and
greater fuel consumption. At the extreme
low speeds. Such conditions are encount
of idling, the efficiency is of course
ered only rarely in automobile applica
zero, if the work used to drive accessor
tions— for example, during rapid acceler
ies is ignored. Both vehicle configuraations or climbing steep grades, which may
tion--inertia, aerodynamics, rolling resis
in themselves be wasteful because, al
tance , transmission and rear axle design—
though the engine is operating efficiently
and driving cycle— starts and stops, ac
the work or power required is high, per
celeration rates, cruise speeds— then af
haps unnecessarily so. The zero grade
fect the resultant overall efficiency of
road load curve shown on Fig. 1 represents
energy utilization, or fuel economy, for
combinations of load in terms of bmep and
a given vehicle in a given application.
speed typical of cruising conditions,
In this respect, questions of fuel con
note that the engine is operating relative
sumption must be approached similarly to
ly inefficiently for all cruise conditions
those of exhaust emissions, where driving
but most especially in the lower load/
cycle tests, with their transient condi
speed ranges. Of course, lower speeds
tions, have replaced steady-state testing
require less power output and the fuel
for most purposes. Average efficiency
economy of an automobile thus tends to im
levels for current automobiles over typi
prove at lower cruising speeds--down to
cal driving cycles are much less than the
perhaps 30 or 40 mph [1] — hence the
30% which can be achieved at the optimum
present statutory 55 mph speed limit.
point; depending upon vehicle design,
Nonetheless, the figure makes clear the
values in the range of 6% to 13% are
potential improvements in vehicle fuel
found [1] .
automobile as a consumer of hydrocarbon
fuel stocks.

♦Efficiency and specific fuel consumption on either a brake
or an indicated basis are related by
n _ 2545
” sfc.Qc
where Q c is the heating value of the particular fuel in Btu/lbm.
In the discussion below, various fuels will often be compared;
thus it is generally convenient to refer to efficiencies rather
than sfe's.
In converting the sfe's given in many of the refer
ences to efficiencies, the lower heating value for the particular
fuel has always been used.
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economy possible as a result of lowering

2.

LEAN ENGINE OPERATION

(numerically) rear axle ratios— a long
term trend still in progress— and decreas

While many alternative engine designs,

ing rated power levels.

including Rankine (steam or other vapor),

There seems lit

tle reason for the performance capabili

Stirling, and Brayton (gas turbine) cycle
engines have been discussed in recent

ties of many present-day automobiles when
Fig. 1 indicates that decreasing power

years as possible automobile powerplants,

ratings would both move common operating

often because of their potential for low

points closer to the maximum efficiency
points and decrease the average power

emissions, this review will treat only SI
internal combustion engines (ICE's), some

levels, aence fuel flows, in stop-and-go

times termed Otto cycle engines.

driving if judiciously combined with de

cally, we will concentrate on prospects

creased vehicle inertias.

A

Specifi

for improving the efficiency of SI engines

complementary

approach would be transmission designs

by means of lean combustion.

which keep the engine operating near the

engines typically also offer low exhaust

point of greatest efficiency.

emissions— important because of the diffi

It should

Lean-burning

be possible to achieve overall gains

culties presently being encountered in

despite the reduced mechanical efficiency

achieving both good fuel economy and low

which might result from a more complex

emissions, conflicting requirements in

transmission.

conventional engines. Before discussing
ways of accomplishing fuel-lean combustion

Such a systems approach to the problem of

let us briefly mention the major determin

increasing the energy efficiency of auto

ants of the efficiency of ICE's.

mobiles is much too broad an area to be
treated further here, involving, as it

At the most elementary level, that of air-

does, the inter-related concerns of engine,
transmission, and vehicle package design,

standard cycle analysis, the theoretical
efficiency of an SI engine is a function

as well as problems of occupant safety—

only of compression ratio:

more difficult in smaller, less massive
cars— and powerplant emissions.

n = l - (c r ) 1_k

Patterns

of automobile use together with speed

n = efficiency

limits and other constraints which may

CR = compression ratio

affect overall automobile energy consump
tion totals are also important.

k = ratio of specific heats,
c /c

The dis

P

v

cussion that follows concentrates on
Taking a value for CR of 8, typical of

thermal efficiencies of engines and, una

engines designed to operate on lead-free

voidably, will often be based on peak
efficiency values.

gasoline, and k constant at 1.4, the theo

However, we must re

retical efficiency n is 56.5%; a plot of
n as a function of CR for such an air-

member that this is only part of the fuel
consumption problem, and that any final

standard cycle is included in Fig. 2.

evaluation of an alternative engine de
sign must be based on consideration of the

Ve

can easily see that this is not a realis
tic value, for we have already pointed out
that actual SI engine efficiencies are not

complete vehicle system.

more than 30%.

However this equation is

nonetheless important because the CR is in
145

fact among the most important variables
affecting ICE efficiency.
Although neither this equation nor the
plot in Fig. 1 applies directly to a com
pression ignition (Cl) or diesel engine,
the higher values of CR— oy a factor of 2
or more— used in Cl engines are an impor
tant reason for their greater efficien
cies. Unfortunately CR's in SI engines
are limited by the onset of detonation,
or combustion knock, which occurs with
high CR and/or low octane fuel. Use of
unleaded gasoline, now required for emis
sions control, has resulted in lower en
gine efficiencies because the added te
traethyl lead had served to inhibit de
tonation. Without it, the octane rating
of gasoline decreases, and lower CR's
must be used. Lower CR's, retarded igni
tion timing, and exhaust gas recircula
tion— all adopted for emissions control—
are the major causes of reduced operating
efficiencies of automobile engines over
the last few years. This efficiency de
crease, together with greater vehicle
weights and other factors such as in
creased accessory loads, contributed to
fuel economy decreases of about 20%, on
the average, in the period 1967 to 1973
[3]. Given the present situation, it
seems unlikely that efficiency increases
by means of increased compression ratios
can be achieved in the near future using
gasoline-fueled engines of conventional
design.
Returning to the efficiency equation above, we can see that it is unrealistic
because it assumes the working fluid in
the engine to be air. Actually, air plus
fuel is compressed in the engine; chemi
cal reactions occur during and following
combustion, and the products of combus
tion then expand, along with the inert
constituents, primarily nitrogen, of the
intake air. The thermodynamic properties

of the actual constituents at any point in
the cycle must be used for a more exact
analysis. Furthermore, the specific heat
ratio k, which remains important for effi
ciency calculations, is not constant, but
decreases with increasing temperatures,
tending to decrease the calculated effi
ciency. At the high temperatures gener
ated by combustion, dissociation of the
gases in the cylinder also occurs.
Dissociation of the products of combustion
(primarily CC>2 and H 20) requires energy;
this results in a decrease in their
internal energy, some of which is trans
formed into chemical energy of the disso
ciated products. The net result is a
decrease in the energy available to do
work on the piston, hence again a lower
efficiency. By considering such phenomena
it is possible, using considerably more
complicated procedures, to arrive at more
realistic calculated thermal efficiencies.
Such a procedure is called fuel-air cycle
analysis or, sometimes, ideal cycle anal
ysis. By such means, an indicated thermal
efficiency of 43% can be calculated for a
CR again of 8 using isooctane fuel at the
stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (AFR) [4];
results for n as a function of CR from
fuel-air cycle analysis are also shown in
Fig. 2. The curves are for several dif
ferent AFR's. These are best expressed
for later comparisons witl) other fuels as
equivalence ratios. The equivalence ratio
(ER) is defined as the actual AFR divided
by the stoichiometric AFR, that AFR at
which just enough fuel is available to
combine with all the oxygen in the intake
charge. As indicated efficiencies, the
curves in Fig. 2 do not include mechanical
or pumping losses and therefore cannot be
directly compared to brake efficiencies.
They are clearly much closer to being rea
listic results, however.
Given the limitations on compression ratio
146

of SI engines, it is necessary to look

mentioned above, is a measure of the work

for other means of improving thermal

required to induct mixture into the cylin

efficiencies.
An attractive procedure is
to use fuel-lean mixtures— i.e., consider

der during the intake stroke.

able excess air--at least for part load

ference in pressure between the exhaust

operation.

and intake tracts, pg - p^.

This is the way a Cl engine

It depends

among other things upon the average dif
With an un

operates and is another of the reasons

throttled intake p^ will never be appre

for its higher efficiency.

ciably below atmospheric pressure, the

The efficiency

increments possible from lean operation
result in part from lower temperatures in

pumping work, which is directly propor
tional to p - p., will decrease on the

the combustion chamber; therefore losses

average, and efficiency will increase.

due to decreased specific heat ratio,

a conventional SI engine, pumping losses

dissociation reactions, and heat transfer

vary inversely with load; at light load

from the combustion chamber all decrease.

conditions the pumping work can be com

Together, the losses due to dissociation

parable to the brake work output of the

and to the changes in the specific heats
result in a decrease of about 14 percen

engine [6].

tage points from the air-standard cycle
efficiency at CR = 8 (56 1/2 minus 43%;

to pumping losses might again be 5 per

also see Fig. 2).

The loss categories which have been dis

In

However a typical average

figure for the decrease in efficiency due
centage points

beat losses from the

combustion chamber may, on a similar

[5].

basis, lower actual efficiencies by as

cussed are, in general, the only ones
which lean combustion can serve to re

much as 5 percentage points [5]. Ob
viously only a portion of these "losses"

duce.

can be recouped in an operating engine,
out the possible gains are real and

tion at 30% to 40% of full load; their

The percentages assigned above to

these losses correspond roughly to opera
sum is 24 percentage points.
If these
losses could be eliminated entirely the

achievable, as is indicated by the pair
of curves in Fig. 2 which result from

efficiency of the engine would be almost

fuel-air cycle analysis using lean AFR's.

doubled.

The higher of these two curves, for ER =

Obviously the actual gains to

2.5, corresponding to an AFR of 36.9,

be expected must be smaller; perhaps an
increase in efficiency by 10 percentage

shows indicated efficiencies about half

points, an improvement of 1/3, is a more

way between the stoichiometric (ER = 1)

reasonable ultimate goal.

curve and the air-standard cycle result.
This gives an indication of the magni

be remembered that, as the load increases,
the advantages of lean combustion diminish,

tudes of efficiency improvements which
might be gained by lean burning without,

until at full load, the efficiency can be

however, considering pumping losses.

with the same fuel.
Indeed, the efficien
cy at full load may well decrease, which,

It must also

no better than in a conventional engine

A second related area where efficiency
improvements can result from lean burning

however, is not important from a practical

is through a decrease in pumping losses
as a result of the use of an unthrottled

standpoint because virtually all automo
bile engine operation is at part-load.

or only partially throttled intake tract.
Pumping loss, which has not been included

Indeed, governing devices to constrain
operation to high efficiency regions might

in the fuel-air cycle calculations

prove a practical expedient.
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Con

siderable effort involving improved intake
manifold and port configurations, manifold
heating, and, in some cases, the adoption
of fuel injection, nas recently been dir
ected at the problem of cylinder to cylin
der mixture variations, primarily to give
reasonable driveability with the lean mix
tures being used for emissions control.
A further step in this direction may come
with the development of feedback control
systems able to detect changes in the
composition of the exhaust gas and adjust
the mixture strength accordingly
[7].
If uniform AFR among the cylinders of a
multicylinder engine is achieved, there
still remain cycle-to-cycle variations in
combustion which cause poor running at
lean mixtures.
While not well understood,
the difficulties seem to involve random
fluctuations in overall AFR in a given
cylinder and also inhomogeneities in mix
ture distribution within the combustion
chamber, together with randomness in the
turbulence present in the chamber
[8].
It seems clear that the practical lean

which depend upon the details of engine
design and operation. Among the variables
which have been studied, the spark plug
type and location have been found to be
important, together with the timing of the
spark and its duration, as well as combus
tion chamber design and the associated
turbulence
[9, 10]. by using such meth
ods, AFR's as lean as 24 have been shown
[11].

derstood in detail, it is clear that par
tial misfires often occur. Here the flame
front is evidently extinguished after
propagating some distance from the point
of ignition. Aside from changes in comoustion chamber design and turbulence,
there seems little that can be done to
overcome this problem.
because of the poor combustion qualities
of lean homogeneous mixtures, eventual ef
ficiency gains may prove small; however,
as long as misfires do not occur the ad
vantages with respect to emissions control
will remain. Although Ryan et al
[11]
found worthwhile brake specific fuel con
sumption (bsfc) decreases at an AFR of 20
with a modified CFR engine, other work has
not seemed particularly promising from an
efficiency standpoint
[12] . While claims
of improved fuel economy have been made
for various lean-uurn systems, particular
ly special carburetors, few of these sy
stems have evidently been subjected to
rigorous experimental evaluation. however

limit in an actual engine is not intrinsic
to the particular fuel but occurs at AFR's

to be possible
an ER of 1.6.

Although the poor combustion which ensues
as the lean limit is approached is not un

This corresponds to

To go beyond this point with nominally
homogeneous mixtures may prove difficult.
It appears that the important limitations
lie not in igniting a lean mixture but
rather in propagating the flame front [12].
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there seems every reason to believe that
small but significant gains in fuel econo
my can be eventually achieved with conven
tional engines modified for lean operation.
Some of the more radical schemes for ig
niting lean mixtures become similar to
stratified charge concepts, where the fuelair mixture is made intentionally inhomo
geneous.
An example is the plasma jet ig
nition principle
[12]. Here a cavity
surrounding the spark plug serves to trap
a portion of the mixture, which, after ig
nition, issues through an orifice as a
stream of hot gas to fire the remainder of
the charge. Such a configuration is some
what like a stratified charge engine of
the prechamber type except that no inten
tional charge stratification takes place.

4.

valve. When the spark plug in the pre
chamber fired, the flame front would shoot
into the main portion of the chamber, con
suming the weak mixture. The Honda CVCC
system, Fig. 4, presently in mass produc

STRATIFIED CHARGE ENGINES

A fuel-air mixture of controlled inhomo
geneity characterizes the stratified

tion is remarkably similar in concept,
also using three valves and a separate car

charge (SC) concept. In the vicinity of
the spark plug, an ignitable mixture is
present. nowever, the AFR falls off away
from the spark plug (at part-load) allow
ing overall lean mixtures to be burned.
,^ith proper design the resulting pressures

buretor for the prechamber

[14].

The other stream of SC engine development
--segregation by means of controlled air
swirl in an open combustion chamber— can
be traced back at least to the Hesselman

and temperatures will be sufficient to
cause burning to occur throughout the comoustion chamber even though the overall
AFR may be 60 or higher. Throttled in
takes are thus not in general necessary
and combustion can occur with excess air.
The idea of charge stratification goes
back more than fifty years; progress up to
1964 has been previously reviewed [5]

engine of the mid-1930's
[5, 15]. The
furthest development of this engine fea
tured a cupped piston crown as shown in
Fig. 5. Fuel injection was used, with
swirl in the chamber prior to the injec
tion of fuel provided by means of an anqled
inlet tract. Gasoline was injected into
the swirling air during the compression
stroke; the spark came as the air swirl
brought the rich portion of the swirling
mixture across the plug. With a compres
sion ratio of 7.5 the cupped piston version

and will be briefly summarized before
treating more recent developments.
There are two basic approaches to achiev
ing charge stratification: either through
use of a divided combustion chamber, or

of the Hesselman engine achieved a best
brake thermal efficiency of about 31%.
Some intake throttling was necessary for
smooth running at low speed and/or light
load. Basically similar engines have been
under development for many years by several

prechamber, usually with a separate intake
valve, or by employing controlled air
swirl in a more normal open combustion
chamber to create a gradient in the AFR.
These two basic SC engines types can be
considered analogous to prechamber and
open chamber diesel engines.
In fact, the
SC engine is sometimes regarded as an "in
termediate" type between SI and Cl engines
— one combining several of the features of
each.
Modern divided chamber SC engines share
most of their essential features with Ri

groups.
In recent years, there has been a resur
gence of interest in SC engines of both
general types, primarily because of their
potential emissions advantages. A compre
hensive outline of the various approaches
which have been taken is included in Ref.
16. Several of the systems which have re
ceived the most attention are discussed in
more detail below.

cardo's early design shown in Fig. 3 [13],
This approach to the problem of charge

4.1

stratification employs physical segrega
tion of rich and lean mixtures. Ricardo's
engines inducted a rich mixture into the

As mentioned above, the Honda CVCC engine
now commercially available uses the divi

upper chamber through an automatic inlet

ded chamber principle.
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DIVIDED CHAMBER SC ENGINES

The primary impetus

has been emissions control and, in a ve

been controversy over how to treat the

hicle installation, the CVCC engine gives

pumping losses when presenting indicated

fuel economy comparable to a conventional
engine of otherwise similar design [17].

performance data
[6]. As Wimmer and Lee
[20]
point out, how the pumping loop is

Claims have been made for quite high effi
ciencies in some divided chamber engines.

handled can make a considerable difference,
especially when comparing unthrottled SC
engines to conventional engines, because

The Broderson engine, patented in 1952,

an important advantage of the SC engine is

initially used propane injected into the

precisely the elimination or minimization

auxiliary chamber. The best results, at
about half-load, were claimed to include

of the pumping loop.

is not considered in' computing indicated

an indicated thermal efficiency, n ., of
approximately 45% at an AFR of slightly
over 20
[5]. Although injection of a

performance, some of the very real advan
tage of unthrottled operation is ignored.
Unfortunately, few investigators state
clearly the disposition of the pumping loop

gaseous fuel has efficiency advantages,
because inducting only air gives a great
er volumetric efficiency, this efficiency
seems higher than would be expected. In

for their results.

later work with the Broderson concept gas
oline was used as fuel with the prechamber
inserted into the Knockmeter opening on a
CFR engine
[18]. The prechamber incorp

There have been a number of other divided
chamber SC engines for which developmental
results have been reported; mention of
several will be found in Ref. 16.
4.2

orated a third valve and also the inject
ion nozzle and spark plug. The best n^'s

OPEN CHAMBER SC ENGINES

While physical segregation of mixture via
a divided chamber has the attraction of

in this case were 43% at an AFR of 40 and
a CR of 10.

If this pumping loop

This engine was capable of

operating at AFR's of more than 140, cor

conceptual simplicity, there are disadvan
tages such as mechanical complication and

responding to ER1s greater than 10.

heat loss from the large combustion cham

nowever other, more recent work with pre

ber surface area. An open chamber design
can avoid some of these difficulties, al

chambers, also using CFR engines, Uas not
seemed so promising
[19, 20]. Newhall

though bringing new problems characteris
tic of this type.

and El Messiri

[19] measured n 's of
i
about 35% at ER's between 1.7 and 2.0,
comparable to a conventional engine,
dimmer and Lee's results
[20] were not
as good, the best indicated efficiency be

The Hesselman open chamber design has al
ready been mentioned. The two best-known
open chamber SC engines have been devel
oped by Texaco and by Ford. The engines
are alike in that intake air swirl is used

ing about 31%, as compared to
= 33%
for the same engine without the precham

to provide the stratification; they are
similar in concept though not in detail to

ber. Of course, the prechambers used in
these three CFR engines are all of dif

the Hesselman engine.

ferent designs; however, the results of
Bascunana and Conta [18] continue to
seem anomolously high.

The progress of the Texaco engine, termed
the "Texaco Controlled-Combustion System"
(TCCS) has been recently reviewed
[21].

It should also be

pointed out that many authors are not at

Development of the TCCS engine has been

all explicit concerning experimental pro
cedures.
For example, there has long

underway since 1949.
15!

A section through

the combustion chamber perpendicular to the
bore is shown in Fig. 6. The air swirl is
produced by a shrouded inlet valve during the
intake stroke and must continue throughout
the compression stroke. Fuel is injected in
to the swirling air as the piston approaches
top center and is ignited by a timed spark
coordinated with the start of injection.
Once burning begins, the flame front remains
in an approximately stationary location past
the spark plug, with fuel being consumed
essentially as it is injected. There is no
throttling of intake air; load control is
achieved by changing the duration of injec
tion. In these respects the TCCS engine
operates much like a diesel.

operated unthrottled; nowever throttling to
an AFR of 15.5 was adopted for emissions
control in later versions. A performance
map for one of the unthrottled developmental
engines is shown in Fig. 9. This can be com
pared to Fig. 1, a marked improvement in bsfc
being apparent. Indicated efficiencies as
high as 44% to 48%, comparable to the TCCS
engines, have been achieved with the unthrot
tled Ford engines [22] . The best efficien
cies came at AFR's of 30 to 40, ER = 2 to 2.7,
with both richer and leaner running giving
greater fuel consumption. The later throt
tled PROCO engines have not done as well be
cause of the greater pumping losses and the
various measures adopted to control emissions.

TCCS engines have been operated successfully
on a wide variety of fuels, ranging from
kerosene to aviation gasoline. Because of
the multifuel capability, much of the develop
ment has been directed towards military ap
plications. Tests have shown insignificant
variation in torque output and efficiency
among the fuels used. It is also claimed
that TCCS engines can operate at any compres
sion ratio consistent with the mechanical

A third generally similar charge stratifica
tion system, again using air swirl and fuel
injection, was patented by Witzky in 1958 [5,
24]. Development of this engine has been
carried out at the Southwest Research Insti
tute. The Witzky engine is shown in Fig. 10.
The similarity to the other swirl-stratified
systems is evident. Fuel injection is against
the direction of air swirl, rather than with
it as in the Ford engine; the TCCS system
uses injection perpendicular to the air velo
city. The direction of injection and the
means of producing the air swirl appear to be
the principal differences between these three
engines. A vane in the intake port is used
to produce the swirl in the Witzky engines,
which have operated unthrottled at AFR's

strength of the engine without preignition or
detonation. This feature would have obvious
potential for additional fuel economy bene
fits beyond any achieved by lean operation.
Indicated efficiencies of about 44% have
been achieved with a single cylinder TCCS
engine at a CR of 10; increasing the CR to 12
resulted in an
of 49% [21]. In-car tests
have given the results shown in Fig. 7.

down to at least 60 and have multifuel char
acteristics much like the tfCCS engines.
Witzky engines have given efficiencies 3% to
4% better than otherwise similar conventional
engines at part load [5].

Early versions of the TCCS engine were smokelimited, again like diesels, to A F R ' s less
than stoichiometric. There have also been
problems with smoking at idle [5]. It is not
clear that these difficulties have been fully
overcome.

There are several other open chamber SC en
gines that might be mentioned. *nother swirl
stratified engine with the combustion cham
ber in the top of the piston has been under
development in Japan for low power utility
applications [25] . Some work has also been
done with SC rotary (Wankel) engines [26];
while fuel consumptions comparable to recip
rocating engines have been attained, this
merely nullifies the Wankel's inherent effi

The Ford engine program— now called PROCO
(Programmed Combustion)— began in 1960 with
laboratory engine experiments [22]. More
recent developments are described in Ref. 23.
The combustion chamber is in the piston
crown, Fig. 8, similar to the Hesselman en
gine. Air swirl is provided by a shroud ad
jacent to the valve seat. Larly engines

ciency disadvantage.

That a SC Wankel could

do as well as a SC reciprocating engine, even
152

5.

with further development, seems doubtful.

ALTERNATE FUELS FOR LEAN COMBUSTION

So summarize the present status of SC engine
Many fuels besides gasoline— itself of course

systems, let us first recall that the two ma
jor streams of development— the divided cham

a blend— have from time to time been consid

ber engines stemming from Ricardo's work and

ered for SI engine use.

the open chamber engines based on the Hessel
man concept--have both been underway,

ter all, ran on gunpowder.

albeit sporadically, for more than thirty
years. However, it has taken the exhaust em

interest in their effect on emissions.

difficulties with petroleum base fuels have

issions requirements of recent years for these
engines to move beyond curiosity status. While

also created interest in other fuels, parti
cularly those which can be produced from coal

recent development has been more intensive—

or agricultural products.

obviously in the case of the Honda CVCC en
gine— the practicality of SC engines for im

A.gain without attempting to be exhaustive,
some of the more widely considered alterna

proved economy, as opposed to emissions con
trol, iias yet to be conclusively demonstrated

tive fuels are tabulated, together with their
lean flammability limits, in Table 1. Where

over a wide range of vehicle types and operatinct conditions. Nonetheless, stratification

possible actual engine test results have
been referred to for the lean limit condi- .

appears a promising avenue for efficiency in
creases, particularly the open chamber ver
sions, which have in general lower heat losses
because of their simple combustion chamber

tions. As is true for gasoline, the lean
limits for the other fuels in the table would

energy supply.

engine design; however, lean limits have not
been carefully investigated for several of
these fuels.
Table 1 shows that hydrogen has by far the
greatest tolerance for lean mixtures. The
other fuels fall into the same general range
as gasoline in terms of ER when gasoline en
gines modified for lean-uurning of homogene
ous mixtures are included.

The principal difficulty with

open chamber swirl-stratified engines seems to
have lain in the nature of the fuel injection
system and its controls required for satisfac

Supply

be expected to depend upon the details of

sion ratios can be employed in engines such
as the TCCS without a high fuel octane require

obvious attraction in these days of uncertain

Recent work with

alternative fuels has largely stemmed from

shapes, and which can probably operate leaner
provided satisfactory fuel injection charact
eristics can be achieved. That high compres

ment offers a very worthwhile additional eco
nomy benefit. Multifuel capability is another

The first ICE's, af

Hydrogen has

therefore received much attention as an ICE
fuel in the past several years, in part be
cause of the popularization of "hydrogen eco
nomy" scenarios. While different fuels give

tory operation over the wide range of condi

somewhat different efficiencies even at their

tions presented by automotive applications.

stoichiometric AFR [6], these differences are

The spray pattern is critical; the fuel must
not penetrate past the spark plug, yet it can

typically a few percent or less, relatively
insignificant compared to the possible bene

not be deflected excessively toward the plug

fits of very lean combustion.

by the swirling air, as this would give an
over-rich mixture which might not ignite.
The widespread recent adoption of electronicallv controlled fuel injection in conven

Early work with hydrogen as an ICE fuel was

tional SI engines may provide useful back

reviewed by King et ad [32] .

ground for improving SC engine technology in

velopments are summarized by Finegold et_ a_l
[33] and deBoer et al^ [34] .

5.1

this area.
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but also lower emissions of nitrogen oxides.
With a CLR engine intended for testing oils

ternative fuel would obviously have to be
based on favorable conversion efficiencies

similar results were found [27], Greater
efficiency advantages were evident at part

during production as well as competitive dol
lar costs.

throttle using methanol as compared to gaso

5.2

manifold pressure of 20 in. Hg. Taking into
account that methanol can be used at higher

line, for example 36% best

with methanol

and 28% with isooctane at 1000 rpm with a
OTHER FUELS

As with hydrogen, the alcohols have a long

compression ratios than lead-free gasolines

history as ICE fuels.

because of its high intrinsic octane rating,

Of the alcohols, meth

anol has been most widely used and will be the
only one discussed here; there is current in

Most and Longwell [27] estimate that overall
improvement in efficiency of 26% to 45%

terest in methanol-gasoline blends as well as
neat methanol.

(about 8 to 14 percentage points) can be at
tained by using methanol rather than current

Table 1 indicates that methanol can be used

low CR engines.

without special ignition or induction systems
at somewhat leaner ER's than gasoline; though

Several testing programs using conventional
automobiles with methanol-gasoline blends

with a lean limit ER of about 1.7, throttling
is obviously necessary.
However, methanol

have also been undertaken [41, 42]. By vol
ume 10% to 15% methanol has been used, which

also has a much high latent heat of vaporiza
tion than gasoline; this means that the intake
charge will be cooler, increasing the volumeetric efficiency. Most and Longwell [27]

gave improvements in economy on an energy
content basis of typically 1% to 4%, some

have provided a brief review of work with

automobiles showing a slight decrease.
In
these tests carburetion has been unaltered.
Propane, uutane and other gaseous hydrocarbon

methanol.

fuels are also suitable SI ICE fuels.

Lee

Pefley et al [39] compared methanol to gaso

and Wimmer [31] have measured efficiencies in

line in a CFR engine. At full throttle, oper
ation on gasoline gave a slightly higher indi

a CFR engine using both propane and methane.
At a CR of 8, propane gave an
close to 39%

cated efficiency— less than 3 percentage
points better— for lean mixtures. ER's of
about 1.4 were the leanest used with metha

for ER's of about 1.3, while methane showed
ni = 36% for ER's near 1.5. Gasoline, in

nol; the objective of the work was primarily
the study of emissions.
Ebersole and Manning

All these figures are for a 90% throttle con

comparison, gave

dition. These results are roughly comparable
to those observed with methanol, not surpris

[40], also using a CFR engine, found indi
cated efficiencies 2% higher with methanol
than with isooctane.

= 35% for an ER of 1.1.

ing because the lean limits are similar.

Methanol gave an

near 38% for a CR of 7.5 and an ER of about
1.4. Somewhat lower efficiencies were mea
sured by Most and Longwell [27], who also com
pared isooctane to methanol, as well as to

6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

While stratified charge engines operating on
gasoline, for example, may seem superficially
rather different from otherwise conventional

blends of methanol and water, in a CFR engine.
Indicated efficiencies were about 32 1/2% for

engines fueled with hydrogen, it is useful to

isooctane and 33 1/2% for methanol with a CR
of 7.82 and no throttling. ER's for best

consider all such methods which allow combus

efficiency were nearly the same— about 1.3-for both fuels. For CR = 12, methanol gave

ing the family of lean-ourning engines. This
is because the primary advantages of these

tion to take place at lean AFR's as compris

= 38%, while for methanol plus 5% water by
volume, the efficiency was 37%.

various engines all have the same two sources

Greater
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theory; it should be recalled that pumping

lower combustion temperatures resulting from
lean combustion, and less intake throttling.

losses are not included in this figure be
cause the curves for conventional engines are

Both result in greater thermal efficiencies,
hence less fuel consumption. Similarly, lean
burning engines all have potentially good em

all at full throttle; part-load comparisons
would increase the spread between lean

issions characteristics because the excess air
promotes complete combustion of hydrocarbons

burning and conventional engines from that
shown. It should also be noted that the

and carbon monoxide, while the lower tempera
tures result in reduced reaction rates for the

conventional engine results of Caris and
Nelson [44] are surprisingly high, particular

formation of nitrogen oxides.

ly at the lower CR's.

Efficiencies which have been reported in the

are not clear; the leveling out of their

literature for various lean-burning SI engines
are summarized in Table 2. Comparisons be
tween the same or a similar engine for conven

curve at high CR's was attributed to combus
tion delay. Of course it should be remem
bered that current conventional engines can

tional operation and lean-burning are seldom

not operate at CR's of even 10 because of the
octane limitations on unleaded gasoline.

available. lor those cases where comparisons
are possible there is one instance of an ef
ficiency decrease and three cases of increases

The reasons for this

Some lean-burn engines are not so limited and
comparisons should therefore be based on the
knock-limited CR for a given engine type.

--all changes being relatively small. Direct
comparisons among the various lean-burning

Such comparisons give certain of the leanjurn engines such as the open chamber SC or

engines in the table are also difficult be
cause not only do the engine designs vary, uut

some alternate fuel engines considerably
greater potential efficiency advantages.

so do the CR's, operating speeds, ER's and
other test conditions such as intake charge

h

cautionary note should also be added concern
ing exhaust emissions. Lean-burning engines
may need various modifications such as ex

density, cooling water temperature, and so on.
Some insight can be gained by inspection of
Fig. 12. iiere are plotted data for the vari

haust gas recirculation to meet current or

ous lean-burning engines as contained in Table
2 along with data from several sources for

proposed standards just as do conventional SI
engines. This is particularly likely at

variation in indicated efficiency with compres
sion ratio measured in conventional engines.
Also included are curves repeated from Fig. 2

higher load levels. Modifications to lean
burning engines to achieve emissions stand

for the calculated efficiencies of air-stan

ever, the conventional engines for which data
is presented in Fig. 12 are uncontrolled,
while some, but not all, of the lean-burning
engines have been optimized for low emissions.
In general, comparing lean-burning engines to

dard cycles as well as fuel-air cycles with
two different ER's.

ards may cause efficiency decrements compared
to the results in Table 2 and Fig. 12. How

The measured indicated

efficiencies for conventional engines include
a band of data from Kerley and Thurston's work
[6] which encompasses three different combus

conventional SI engines modified for emis
sions control would be expected to show the

tion chamber designs and also the work of Gish
et al [43] and of Caris and Nelson [44]. ^11

lean-burning engines to possess an even great
er fuel economy advantage.

of this conventional engine data is at full
throttle and the maximum economy AFR for the
particular engine. Figure 12 shows a general
trend for the lean-burning engines to give ef

Again

ficiencies somewhat higher than conventional
engines at the higher CR's. Of course this
figure mixes different engine designs and ER's.
The improvements at a given CR— say 12--of

engines

perhaps 15%, are reasonable considering the

otherwise conventional SI ICE's will be able

predictions that might be made based on

to operate satisfactorily in the lower
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ER's

examining
employed
fall

Table

in most
in

the

2, w e
of

range

the
of

can

see

that

the

lean-burning

1.3

to

2.0.

For gasoline this corresponis to AFR's of 19
to 30. It seems likely that with modifica
tion to ignition and induction systems,

portion of this range.

Such modifications are

are also present with hydrogen; in addition,

relatively easy to introduce into large scale

the practicality of hydrogen in vehicle appli

production for automobile applications be

cations, particularly at higher CR's, has not

cause they involve rather minor changes and

yet been conclusively demonstrated.

not internal engine redesigns.

Thus conven

While

the alternative fuels discussed will no doubt

tional engines modified for lean-burning

have a place in long-term strategies for re

appear quite desirable for rapid introduction
of fuel-saving measures.

placing fuels derived from petroleum, their
economy advantages do not seem sufficiently

On a longer term basis, however, other schemes

compelling to warrant attempting rapid

are more attractive.

changeover.

This is not only because

somewhat leaner operation is possible, out,
more importantly, because they may allow

Therefore over the relatively short term fu
ture— say the next 10 to 20 years— the most

higher CR's— perhaps in the range of 10 to
12--to be re-introduced.
This would bring

attractive of the SI ICE's appear to be lean
burning conventional engines and open chamber
SC engines. The latter would obviously re

significant additional fuel savings provided
engines were decreased in displacement or

quire more time to introduce; there are also
some questions concerning their ultimate

otherwise altered, perhaps by governing, to
keep power outputs at reasonable levels.
Use

suitability for use in automobiles.
In the
longer term, alternatives to the SI ICE must

of CR's in this range would seem to require
either SC engines of the open chamber type

also be considered.

using fuel injection to avoid detonation on

discuss these; however, it should be noted

low octane gasoline or else the use of some

that even in the short term the Cl (diesel)

fuel other than gasoline.

engine may prove competitive in automobile
applications. Finally, we should recall that

Divided chamber SC

engines, while attractive from an emissions
standpoint, are knock-limited to CR levels

powerplant design cannot be isolated from
consideration of the entire vehicular system,

similar to those for conventional engines.
While fuels such as the alcohols can clearly

and in fact the road network over which it is

be used at high CR's, there are obvious
sup
ply problems involved with any plan for their
widespread use.

Low percentages of alcohols

mixed with gasoline appear not to give signi
ficant efficiency benefits.

This is not the place to

used.

Coordinated redesign of passenger

automobiles can yield large gains in effi
ciency of energy utilization, of which in
creased engine efficiency will provide only a
part.

Supply problems
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Methanol versus

Table

Lean Limits

Gasoline

Chemical
Formula

f Various Fuels
Lean Limit
AFR

Lean Limit
ER

19,020b

14.9b

18-24

1.2-1.6

> 11

C8H17a

0
r-~

Stoichiometric
AFR

iH

Lower Heating
Value (Btu lbm)

A

Fuel

1

Methanol

CH3OH

Hydrogen

H2

51,600b

34.2b

d
e
190-345

6-10

Propane

C 3H 8

19,900b

15.7b

24

1.5f

Methane

CH .
4

21,500b

17.2b

27

1.6f

8,580 b

6.4 5b

Approximate.

bRef.2, pp. 46,47

CRef. 27 (Estimated).

d Ref. 28.

Aefs.

29 , 30 .

1Ref. 31.
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A Summary of Reported Efficiencies for Lean-burning SI Engines

Lean-Burn
Type

Engine
Description

Compression
Ratio (CR)

Equivalence
Ratio (ER)

Fuel

Best
Indicated
Thermal
Efficiency(%)

Modified
Ignition
and
Induction
System

Comments

Ref.

No results
found in open
Literature

Stratified D Honda CVCC
Charge
I
V
I
D
E Broderson
D
C
H
A
M
B
E
R

gasoline

27.2

50 m.p.h.
cruise con
dition

14

10

gasoline

2.7

43

Approximately
half-load

18

CFR with
prechamber

8

gasoline

1.7-2.0

35

1600 rpm

19

CFR with
prechamber

6.46

gasoline

1.4-1.6

31

1000 rpm; 33%
efficiency in
normal opera
tion with
CR = 6.0

20

0
P Single
E Cylinder
N
Texaco TCCS
C
H
A Ford, single
M cylinder
B
E V - 8, 430 in3
R

10

gasoline

44

12

gasoline

49

10.3

gasoline

48
2-2.7

gasoline

161

44

21

Unthrottled

22

Table

Lean-Burn
Type

Engine
Description

Alternate
Fuel

CFR

Compression
Ratio (CR)

2

(cont.)

Best
Indicated
Thermal
Efficiency (%)

Fuel

Equivalence
Ratio (ER)

14

hydroqen

4.2

42

CFR

10
12

hydroqen
hydrogen

2.2
2.2

CFR

12
14
16
18
20

hydrogen
hydrogen
hydrogen
hydrogen
hydrogen

Comments

Ref.

hydrogen injected into
combustion
chamber

34

44
47

1800 rpm

36

2.8
2. 8
2.8
2.6
2.6

48
49.3
50.6
51.3
51.7

1800 rpm

32

>1.7

38-40

1200 rpm

28

CFR

8

hydrogen
plus
isooctane

CFR

9.2

methanol

1.4

32

unthrottled,
900 rpm

39

CFR

7.5

methanol

1.4

38

1000 rpm;
90% throttie; 36%
efficiency
for isooc
tane

40

CFR

7.82
12
12

methanol
methanol
methanol
plus 5%
water

1.3
1.3
1.2

33 1/2
38
37

32 1/2% efficiency for
isooctane
at CR=7.82

36

20 in. lig
manifold
pressure;
28% effi
ciency with
gasoline

39
36

35% efficiency with
gasoline;
90% throttle

CLR

8

methanol

CFR

8
8

propane
methane

1.3

27

27

31

_____________ 1____
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HIGH GEAR SPEED (mph)
O

26

BO

78

100

ENGINE SPEED (rpm)

Fig. 1. Typical Performance Map for
Conventional SI Automobile Engine
(adapted from Taylor [2, p. 446]).

Fig. 2. Calculated Efficiencies for
SI Engine Cycles.
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Fig. 3.

Ricardo's Early Divided Chamber

Stratified Charge Engine (from Ricardo [13]) .

AUXILIARY INTAKE
PASSAGE
A
AUXILIARY INTAKE
VALVE

B C D

SPARK PLUG
AUXILIARY
COMBUSTION
CHAMBER (V0)
TORCH
—
OPENING, (Ff)
MAIN COMBUSTION CHAMBER (Vm)
A.B.C.D: GAS SAMPLING POSITIONS
A.B
MEASURING POSITIONS OF COMBUSTION
GAS TEMPERATURE

Fig. 4.

Honda CVCC Stratified Charge Engine,

Currently in Production (from [14]).
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INJECTION NOZZLE

Fig. 5. Hesselman Open Chamber Stratified
Charge Engine (from Dillstrom [15]).

TEXACO CONTROLLED-COMBUSTION SYSTEM

4 COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

Fig. 6. Air Swirl Combined with Fuel Injection to
Provide Charge Stratification in the TCCS Engine
(from Tierney et al^ [21]).
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50
GO

=>

.

crici(ET 100-600 FUEL

r rccs

o 45
Q_

>•

40

/
/

o
o

Y

|

______ )
IMPORT CAR AV6.-GASOLINE

'

NOE MISSION CONTROLS
MANlJAL TRANMISSI0N

4
/

35

s

30
VEHICLE SPEED-MPH
Fig. 7. Fuel Economy of TCCS Engine Installed in
Subcompact Automobile (4 cylinder, 141.5 in^
displacement, CR = 10, with automatic transmission)
(from Tierney et al [21]).

BORE:
STROKE:
COMP. RATIO:
C.I.D. / CYL:

4.00
3.50
11.1
44

y/FUEL INJECTOR ASSY.

Fig. 8. Ford PROCO Stratified Charge
Engine (from Simko et al [23]).
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BSFC I S L AN D C U R V E
430 CIO FCP ENGINE

Fig. 9.

Performance Map for Unthrottled
3

Ford SC Engine (V-8, 430 in displacement)
(from Bishop and Simko [22]).

Fig. 10. Witzky Stratified Charge Engine
(from Witzky and Clark [24]).
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H Y D R O G E N -A IR E Q U IV A L E N C E R A TIO . E R

INTAKE MANIFOLD PRESSURE I P M l

^9*
Calculated Efficiency for Hydrogen
(unthrottled) Compared to Isooctane (throttled
to stoichiometric AFR) for Comparable Power
Outputs (CR = 8) (after Fagelson et al [35]).
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Fig. 12.
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Influence of Compression Ratio

and Equivalence Ratio on Indicated Efficiency.
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